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Introduction
This month, East River was able to collect interesting campaign insights that our partners can benefit
from. These insights can also be integrated & incorporated into your Ramadan plans to make them
stand out. These stats were shared by our partners at Google & Facebook, with the intention of
helping us achieve our targets for the month. Moreover, based on these insights, we can devise a
way further into the year to literally raise the digital marketing bar even higher! Our top priority is to
help you create brand awareness, earn ROI and establish brand recall so we’re good for the rest of
2019.
In a span of a few weeks, these target points will achieve estimated numbers and even more!
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Facebook IQ Source: “The Value of Video” by Nielsen (Facebook-commissioned study of 22,000 people ages 18 -64 who watch online videos across AU, BR, CA, FR, DE, ID, IN, MX, TH and US),
Apr 2017. The study included 2,000 respondents per market except for US and CA, where the sample sizes were 3,400 and 2,500, respectively.
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Source: Cisco Visual Networking Index: Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast Update, 2016–2021 White Paper, March 28, 2017
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Opportune Moments during the Ramadan Season

56%

OF PEOPLE SPEND
MORE MONEY DURING
R amad an CO M PAR E D
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Ramadan:
R E A L LY B I G F O R
R E TA I L

1,2

28
April
Week before Ramadan
Stocking up for Ramadan Essentials
Pay Day Peak

20
May
Post 2 nd Week of Ramadan
Stocking up on Fashion
Third Week Ramadan Peak
Iftar Events

27
May
Week before Eid
Gifts, Fashion, Eid Essentials
Chand Raat Lead up Peak
Eid Sales & Events

YouGov, Ramadan Consumer Behaviours & Habits, UAE & KSA 2016
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Google Stats:

Celebrating Ramzan & Eid ul-Fitr in Pakistan

160 million
Pakistanis in metro areas

PKR

4.2 billion

Total media spent on Ramzan
last year

370,000 minutes
Total ad exposure on TV
during Ramzan

READ MORE

What we learned
As you’ll see with other social networks, mid-week is
the peak period on Facebook. The middle of each
weekday, from morning to mid-afternoon, are safe
times to post, meaning engagement remains
consistent throughout these blocks of time.
While people frequently check in throughout the middle of the day to see what’s going on, the
peak times are around lunch breaks. When people have more time to scroll through their
Facebook feeds and dig into interesting posts, engagement rises correspondingly.
On the other hand, late night and early evening along with weekend days bring in relatively low
engagement. While people may check in or post a few updates from weekend activities in the
middle of the day on Saturday, these times aren’t your best bet for reaching audiences.
READ MORE

Video tests & Experiments
Unskippable Labs partners with brands to review about 1,000 video ads each month, and has
run over 250 experiments globally to put some analytical rigor behind those gut instincts.
Watch Jones explain his team's four-pronged approach to video ad experimentation and find
out how your brand can start to experiment too.
CLICK TO VIEW VIDEO

5 principles of effective travel landing pages for mobile
Now is the time to align your organization
around these best practices. A recent study
shows that people who have a negative
experience on mobile are 62% less likely to
purchase from that brand in the future than if
they have a positive experience. Remember
that anything travelers expect to accomplish
online should be just as easy to accomplish on
mobile devices.
READ MORE

Instagram Is the New Mall
The platform is allowing influencers to sell things to users directly through their posts.

READ MORE

READ MORE

Start now to shape new behaviors
While most grocery shoppers aren’t buying online yet, they are shopping online. Today over
50% of offline grocery sales are influenced by digital, and 43% of CPG shoppers said they
used search to become inspired, browse, or research in their most recent shopping journey.
As grocery planning moves online, grocers have an opportunity to provide shoppers with
tools and information that influence the products they explore and the decisions they make.

READ MORE

